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Editorial on the Research Topic
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1 Introduction

In recent years, more ambitious climate targets have been announced by countries as

knowledge of the magnitude and rate of climate change has increased. Terminology like

carbon neutrality has become more prevalent (Majava et al., 2022). Carbon neutrality

refers to net-zero carbon emission achieved by either raising carbon adsorption or

lowering carbon emissions. Many places have set out their road map to achieve the carbon

neutrality goal. For example, the European Green Deal, a new growth strategy for the EU,

was introduced by the EU Commission in 2019. The fundamental objective of this policy

is to make the EU climate neutral by 2050 (Wyrwa et al., 2022). China, the greatest

developing nation in the world, has pledged to attain carbon neutrality by 2060 and a peak

in carbon dioxide emissions before 2030 to reduce the greenhouse effect (Liu et al., 2022).

By 2035, Finland’s government intends to be carbon neutral. The creation of low-carbon

roadmaps by industry sectors has been one policy tool towards this goal. The government

started developing low-carbon roadmaps in 2019, where industry sectors had to state

when and how they would achieve carbon neutrality (Majava et al., 2022).

To achieve the goal of carbon neutrality with government policies, problems should be

identified. Social media offers effective platforms for disseminating carbon neutrality-

related information (Yao et al., 2022) and advancing environmentally friendly living

practices. At the same time, AI helps us analyse big data that can be used to make policy

recommendations to governments and understand how nations and governments

responded to a high-risk event or an environmental disaster by looking at historical
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data. Given the above, this Research Topic aims to cover carbon

neutrality, artificial intelligence and social media.

2 Social media and carbon neutrality

Given that previous research has overlooked social media’s

potential to exert pressure on corporations to disclose their

carbon emissions, Shao and He examined the influence of

social media pressure on corporate carbon disclosure based on

legitimacy theory, using data from 3,656 Chinese listed

businesses between 2009 and 2019. Computer programs

classified positive, neutral, and negative sentiments comments.

This study employed the Janis-Fadner coefficient (J-F)

(legitimacy) to assess the legitimacy pressure on social media.

It was found that the legitimacy pressure from social media

considerably improved corporate carbon disclosure. Companies

should put more effort into effective carbon management

strategies and disclosure to achieve consistent carbon

management practices.

Zeng et al. analysedWeibo and LinkedIn to learn about the

public’s and professionals’ interest in carbon-neutral cities by

comprising 533 postings (3,733 sentences) on LinkedIn and

1908 microposts (14,668 sentences) on Weibo, which is the

first of its kind. The research found that organisations and the

government Weibo users in the Weibo platform are key

opinion leaders in this area, while the co-director of the

Alliance for Carbon Neutral Cities was the most influential

person on LinkedIn. As for the most popular posts, this study

utilised the clustering approach, an artificial intelligence

method for analysis. The most influential cluster on Weibo

centred on low-carbon city development, while the largest

cluster on LinkedIn was related to climate change action. In

general, users on Weibo and LinkedIn focused on “energy”

and related topics. A slight difference was that Weibo users

concerned about green development in the building industry

more, whereas LinkedIn users focused more on climate and

sustainability.

3 Regulation and carbon neutrality

Because of the importance of carbon-neutral regulations and

supervision, this Research Topic consists of three articles about

regulations and carbon neutrality.

Gao and Gao (2022)’s study pinpointed waste disposal aids in

achieving “double carbon”. The most feasible waste treatment is

incineration; however, the right choice of location and the legal

compensation system are necessary. This project offered a

dynamic environmental monitoring system for waste

incineration power facilities and addressed the health risk to

inhabitants based on a Gaussian model. It computed the

pollutants around the waste incineration power plant by

considering topography, wind direction, and other effects on

pollutants’ diffusion. Monitoring stations were installed, and the

waste incineration’s environmental monitoring system was

constructed to study the concentration distribution. This

study also designed economic compensation plans to inform

future regulation by policymakers by considering the power

plant’s income, economy, government compensation, and

pollution level.

Liu B. et al. suggested that through the use of media, informal

environmental control has gradually shown a positive impact on

green innovation as information technology has advanced. Using

panel data from 285 prefecture-level Chinese cities between 2008

and 2019, this study examined how environmental legislation

affected urban green innovation. Using two-way fixed-effect and

mediation-effect models, they studied the impact of

heterogeneous environmental legislation on urban green

innovation. A negative U-shaped relationship existed between

market-based and voluntary environmental regulation, whereas

an inverted non-linear U-shaped relationship existed between

command-based environmental regulation and urban green

innovation. Their findings indicated that China’s urban green

innovation development was sluggish and national policies

affected it. This study concluded that China needs to increase

environmental regulatory efficiency to meet the country’s carbon

neutrality target.

Ying et al. investigated the heavy polluting-listed

companies’ innovation behavioural changes under the

tightening environmental regulations following the “smog

explosion” event as a “quasi-natural experiment” by using a

differences-in-differences approach. By examining the

variations in innovation behaviour of firms with varying

R&D intensities and varied property rights, this study

identifies the contradictory “Porter hypothesis”, which

proposes that polluting businesses can gain from

environmental policies. The quantile regression results

demonstrated a U-shaped relationship between enterprise

R&D intensity and the haze treatment effect. Compared to

privately owned heavy-polluting enterprises, state-owned

heavy-polluting firms had a more significant decline in

innovation investment.

4 Digital, technology and carbon
neutrality

The remaining four articles in this Research Topic are

concerned with the influence of the digital economy on

carbon emissions. Wu et al. contributed to the existing

scholarship by examining the regional variability and

threshold effects of the influence of the digital economy on

carbon emissions in addition to measuring the spatial impact

of carbon emissions. It evidenced that the digital economy could

reduce carbon emissions.
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In the second article, Gao et al. reviewed the information in

Xinhuanet, a site for Xinhua News Agency’s news releases, one

prominent media for reporting on China’s carbon issues. Using

computational algorithm coding, the results found that digital

economy transformation in reducing carbon emissions was more

effective in China’s central area. The effect coefficient of the digital

economy was significant when the time lag of carbon emission

intensity was included. In addition, local efforts to reduce carbon

emissions were severely hampered by those in nearby places. It was

challenging for low-tech regions to benefit from the digital

economy’s emission reduction benefits. Stricter environmental

laws in the digital economy accelerated regional carbon emission

reductions. To unleash the carbon emission reduction effect of the

digital economy, China should enhance its digital infrastructure and

encourage reform and innovation (Gao et al.).

Social media has developed into a vital tool for people to

learn, work, and live in the era of the mobile internet. In China,

there were 832 million consumers of short videos in June 2021 or

85.8% of all internet users. Based on the

Stimulus–Organism–Response model, Wang and Yue explored

the influence of short science videos on people’s environmental

willingness via stimulus response in the third article. This study

found that short videos positively influence people’s

environmental willingness. This study concluded that we

should focus on the emotional resonance of people’s thoughts

and make better use of sound and pictures to optimise the

persuasive effect of short videos (Wang and Yue).

Finally, most studies neglected the impact of reducing carbon

emissions on trade while concentrating primarily on the one-way

effect of foreign trade on carbon emissions. In the last article,

Zhang et al. (2022) examined the dynamic interactions between

global business, technological innovation and carbon emissions

via the panel vector autoregressive model. They demonstrated

that whereas international trade and carbon emissions were

mutually hindering, technological advancement and improving

carbon emissions mutually supported each other. While the

Chinese doing business abroad faced challenges in overcoming

carbon-related trade obstacles, innovations in low-carbon

technologies were essential to this procedure.
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